
Our alternative and bio-based
hygiene products

CLEANING AND DISINFECTION
OF BUILDINGS

hygiene 
Eko Clean & Eko Germ D

Eko, the hygiene range that is 
more respectful of Humans, 
animals and the environment, 
without compromising on 
efficiency and performance!

my health, my farm, my planet



Eko Clean
No hazard pictogram detergent

Eko Clean: 99.6% biosourced formula of natural origin

Eko Clean: ease of use without compromising on efficiency

Eko Clean: attacks biofilm on surfaces

The main ingredient of Eko Clean is the biosurfactant: 
enzymes + natural surfactants, produced by selected bacteria.

Eko Clean degreases without any danger to Humans or the environment:

Eko Clean is low 
foaming but ensures an 
effective detercency at 
a controlled cost.

Mode of action: 
→→→→→ solubilises and emulsifies 
organic compounds such 
as biofilm,

→→→→→ increases the wetting 
power of water,

→→→→→ sequestering power pre-
venting stains to reattach 
themselves.

→ without hazard pictogram: it ensures comfort of use, without respiratory or skin 
discomfort unlike conventional enzymatic or chemical detergents,
→ biobased: consumes neither agricultural land (like plant-based surfactants) nor 
petroleum resources.

Surface Surface

Biofilm Biofilm 

Water + Eko Clean

Surface Surface

Biofilm

Biofilm

Water + Eko Clean Water + Eko Clean

biofilm still present on surfaces after washing

Eko Clean in action

biosurfactant in action

fixation of the biosurfactant (Eko Clean) on the biofilm

removal of biofilm by the action of the biosurfactant

→→→→→ Apply with a foam gun (or a 
foam cart)

→→→→→ 2 L per 100 m2 of floor area 
(300 m2 of total area)

→→→→→ Contact time: 20 to 30 min.
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Eko Germ D: no petroleum derivatives or chemical additives

Eko Germ D : Health protection for Humans and animals

Eko Germ D is formulated with lactic acid and 
biosurfactant. Its active compounds are 100% of 
vegetable origine and from renewable resources.

Eko Germ D is non-corrosive used 
at its 1.5% rate (immersion test for 
7 days).

Mode of action: 
→→→→→ lactic acid generates a stress that disrupts the cellular regulation of 
pathogens,

→→→→→ the synergistic action of lactic acid and biosurfactant damages the 
cellular mechanisms of bacteria and viruses.

Eko Germ D
Disinfectant 100% natural

→→→→→ Apply with a foam gun (or a 
foam cart)

→→→→→ 1.5 L per 100 m2 of floor area 
(300 m2 of total area)

→→→→→ Contact time: 30 min.

Usable in
organic farming

Eko Germ D: a bactericidal, virucidal*, fungicidal and yeasticidal 
efficiency at low temperature 

Eko Germ D is tested and validated 
in equivalent conditions to 
conventional chemicals. 
It is effective in conditions of high 
level-dirt and performs on the most 
common and resistant germs 
circulating in farms.

Germs TP3
(30 min., 10° C) Eko Germ D

Bactericidal 1 %
PCV2 virucidal 1,5 %
ASF virucidal 1 %

Fungicidal 1 %
Yeasticidal 1 %

*efficiency tested on PCV2 and ASF

Active
from 10°C

Active 
on ASF

DECONTAMINATING PRODUCTS TP1/TP2/TP3/TP4/TP5 - UE Biocidal Products Regulation (BPR)
Product for professional use only. Before use, make sure that it is essential, especially in places frequented by 
the general public. Whenever possible, use alternative methods and products with the lowest risk to human 
and animal health and to the environment.
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The Eko range
well thought out for the 
environment, Humans and animals

Soaking:
Moisturising stains by spraying

HP washing:
Removing the organic matter and 
washing the room thoroughly

Detergency:
Attacking the bacterial
biofilm on the walls

Disinfection:
Breaking infection cycles 
between batches by 
decontaminating the room

Airborne disinfection:
Lowering the infection pressure 
after a long clean out period

Control:
Measuring and controlling the 
effectiveness of your 
cleaning & disinfection protocol

Control your biosecurity and free yourself from conventional chemistry
with our products for building hygiene 

To complete the range, discover our sow shampoo:
EKO DERM SOW 

EKO CLEAN
Detergent

Attacks the biofilm of 
surfaces

No hazard pictogram, 
neither for the user nor for 
the environment

99.6 % ingredients of 
natural origin
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Lactic acid and bio-
surfactant based, without 
petroleum derivatives or 
chemical additives

100 % of vegetable origin

Effective on African Swine 
Fever

EKO GERM D
Disinfectant


